Identification of RNA targets for the nuclear multidomain cyclophilin atCyp59 and their effect on PPIase activity
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ABSTRACT

AtCyp59 is a multidomain cyclophilin containing a peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase (PPIase) domain and an evolutionarily highly conserved RRM domain. Deregulation of this class of cyclophilins has been shown to affect transcription and to influence phosphorylation of the C-terminal repeat domain of the largest subunit of the RNA polymerase II. We used a genomic SELEX method for identifying RNA targets of AtCyp59. Analysis of the selected RNAs revealed an RNA-binding motif (G[U/C]N[G/A]CC[A/G]) and we show that it is evolutionarily conserved. Binding to this motif was verified by gel shift assays in vitro and by RNA immunoprecipitation assays of AtCyp59 in vivo. Most importantly, we show that binding also occurs on unprocessed transcripts in vivo and that binding of specific RNAs inhibits the PPIase activity of AtCyp59 in vitro. Surprisingly, genome-wide analysis showed that the RNA motif is present in about 70% of the annotated transcripts preferentially in exons. Taken together, the available data suggest that these cyclophilins might have an important function in transcription regulation.

INTRODUCTION

Cyclophilins are ubiquitous proteins with a peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase (PPIase) activity and have important functions in protein folding (1). Typically they are small single-domain proteins but some of them have accessory domains. AtCyp59 is a member of the cyclophilin family which consists of 29 genes in Arabidopsis (2). AtCyp59 is unusually complex as it consists of a PPIase domain, an RRM motif, a Zn-knuckle and a charged C-terminal domain with RS/RD repeats (arginine/serine and arginine/aspartate) (3). It is an evolutionarily highly conserved protein present from Schizosaccharomyces pombe to humans, but the Zn-knuckle is a plant-specific addition. It was first described in Paramecium tetraurelia as a protein involved in cell morphogenesis (4).

The Arabidopsis protein Cyp59 was isolated in a yeast two-hybrid screen with plant SR (serine, arginine) proteins which are an important and conserved family of splicing factors (3). Deletion analysis showed that the C-terminal domain is indispensable for interacting with the SR proteins in vitro. AtCyp59 is a nuclear protein, but it does not significantly co-localize with SR proteins in nuclear speckles. Instead, its punctuate localization pattern resembles transcription initiation sites. In line with these observations, it was shown that AtCyp59 resides within a complex with the C-terminal repeat domain (CTD) of the largest subunit of the RNA polymerase II. These results suggested a possible function for AtCyp59 at the interface of transcription and splicing (3). It is now widely accepted that most splicing events occur co-transcriptionally whereby the CTD domain of RNA polymerase II plays very important roles in both transcription and RNA processing (5) and recently reviewed in (6). In general, the CTD acts as a binding platform for various protein factors during transcription, and at the same time recruits pre-mRNA processing proteins to the nascent transcripts (7,8). The CTD of most eukaryotes consists of a variable number of heptapeptide repeats (YSPTSPS) which undergo
dynamic phosphorylation/dephosphorylation events on serine residues and thereby determine the course of transcription and binding of RNA processing factors. These include capping, splicing and polyadenylation factors whose dynamics are tightly coordinated with transcription (9,10). The severe growth effect upon overexpression of AtCyp59 and the fact that no mutants are available point to an essential function for this protein (3). The involvement of this class of cyclophilins in the transcription process was corroborated by experiments with the S. pombe orthologue Rct1, which showed that Rct1 is an essential gene, is recruited to actively transcribed genes and its deregulation affected CTD phosphorylation and RNA polymerase II transcription (11). However, the mechanism of how these cyclophilins function in the transcription cycle is unknown. Possible scenarios are that they might act directly on the CTD structure and therefore influence phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of the heptapeptide or they might act on kinases/phosphatases which are regulating the CTD. It is worth mentioning that other smaller PPIases have been shown to be important for correct CTD conformation and phosphorylation thereby influencing both transcription and RNA processing (12–16).

One of the most interesting features of AtCyp59 is its complex domain structure. PPIases are usually small proteins, but a few other complex cyclophilins have been described. For example, in the splicing complex several RS-domain-containing cyclophilins have been investigated in Arabidopsis and mammals suggesting a role in RNA processing (12,17,18). Other RRM-containing cyclophilins have been found but their functions are mostly not determined. Among them, the best described protein is hCyp33, a regulator of a histone acetyl transferase; however, the function of RNA binding is not well defined (19,20). Interestingly, the RRM domain of the multidomain AtCyp59 is evolutionarily highly conserved and is in fact the most conserved feature of this protein. This RRM has been shown to bind RNA with preferences to G and C bases (3). These data indicated an important contribution of the RRM to the activity of AtCyp59 raising the question of what are its RNA target(s) and what influence RNA binding has on cyclophilin activity. Approaches to these questions are not trivial as the tight regulation of AtCyp59 strongly hindered in vivo approaches for determining RNA targets.

In this article, we describe the identification of an RNA-binding motif for AtCyp59 by a genomic SELEX method using an Arabidopsis genomic RNA library. Binding to this motif was verified by electrophoretic mobility shift analyses in vitro and by RNA immunoprecipitation experiments in vivo. Interestingly, the identified motif is present in about 70% of the annotated genes in Arabidopsis indicating that binding of AtCyp59 to mRNA might be a general feature of most RNA polymerase II transcripts. This is supported by the conservation of this motif in S. pombe. In addition, we have shown activity of the PPIase domain of AtCyp59 and importantly its regulation by binding to specific RNAs. Considering the evolutionary conservation of the RNA-binding motif and the known characteristics of this protein, these data indicate a function for AtCyp59 in the transcription cycle.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Genomic SELEX

Using random priming, a representative library of the Arabidopsis thaliana genome was constructed containing overlapping sequences from 50 to 300 nt in length. Library fragments were generated using the method and adaptors described in (22). Each library fragment contained fixed primers suitable for PCR amplification and preceding T7 promoter sequence at 5’-end for in vitro RNA transcription.

For selection of binding RNAs, we incubated recombinant AtCyp59_RRM_Zn domain protein with the in vitro transcribed genomic RNA pool for 30 min at room temperature using neutral PBS buffer conditions (2 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM DTT and 0.135 M NaCl, 27 mM KCl, 8 mM Na3HPO4, 2 mM NaH2PO4, pH = 7.5). Separation of bound and unbound fractions was performed via GST-tagged AtCyp59_RRM_Zn on 4B glutathione sepharose blocked with 100 μg tRNA (Sigma-Aldrich). Recovery of AtCyp59_RRM_Zn-binding RNAs was performed via urea-mediated denaturation followed by phenol/chloroform extraction. Selected sequences were amplified via reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT–PCR) as described (23). For the next SELEX cycle, obtained PCR products were again in vitro transcribed into RNA. In total, 10 cycles of in vitro selection were performed using molar ratio RNA:protein = 3:1 (or 10:1 on later cycles). On the ninth cycle the control (anti-GST selection) was performed using 10:1 molar ratio of recombinant GST over RNA library. Binding reaction was done as described above with the only change of keeping the RNA fraction unbound to the beads instead of beads fraction. Next, 1/10 of the selected library was cloned via T/A cloning to the pGEM-T easy vector and 386 clones were sequenced using Sanger sequencing method. The rest of the selected library was sequenced using 454 sequencing technology. Plant material preparation, plasmids and protein purification are described in Supplementary Methods.

Computational analysis of the SELEX library

The raw sequencing reads have been submitted to analysis with APART pipeline (24). For the adaptor filtering step, the following sequences have been used: AGGGGAAATTC GGAGCGGGGCAGC (5’-adaptor), CATCCAGCCCC GAGGAT (3’-adaptor). For downstream steps, only sequences with both adaptors were analyzed. All parameters of APART have been set to default, except the minimum number of reads per contig which has been changed to 2. For identification of the AtCyp59-binding motif consensus sequences, the seven contigs with the highest read number (accounting for 79.5% of all mapped reads) have been used. The motif identification has been performed using the MEME program (25) with
the following non-default settings: motif width 7, minimum number of sites 4 and maximum number of sites 15.

**Genome-wide distribution of the AtCyp59-binding motif**

For the analysis of the AtCyp59-binding motif at a genome-wide scale, a motif descriptor based on experimentally verified motif variants has been constructed. The search has been performed using the glam2scan (26) software with the default parameter set and score cut-off 7. The sequences mapped to *A. thaliana* correspond to TAIR10 genome assembly (27). The occurrence of the 17 motifs experimentally validated in *Arabidopsis* was analysed in the transcription units (TUs). If more than one TU was annotated for a gene, the longest one was chosen for the motif search. Only the TUs of protein-coding genes were used in the analysis (TAIR10). As a control, the distribution of two scramble motifs (‘TAGC GTC’ and ‘CATGTC’) was analyzed in the protein-coding genes of *Arabidopsis*. The same analysis was done for the TUs in *S. pombe*.

Additionally, a motif search was performed in TUs of different sizes in *Arabidopsis*. Small TUs were defined as TUs with a size between 500 and 1000 nt. Medium TUs were defined with a size range between 1001 and 2000 nt and big TUs with a size range between 2001 and 4000 nt. Binomial tests were used for the *P*-value calculations.

**Electrophoretic mobility shift assays**

Synthetic 7 nt RNA oligonucleotide (Sigma-Aldrich) (see Table 1) (100 nM) or longer RNAs (see Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Table S3) was incubated on ice for 20 min in 10 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.9. 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, 0.025% Nonindet P-40, supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche) and RNase inhibitor (Promega) with various amounts of recombinant AtCyp59, AtCyp59_RRM_Zn, AtCyp59_3M_RRM_Zn, Rct1 protein as indicated. RNA–protein complexes were separated on 6–10% native polyacrylamide gels at 3 V/cm. Gels were stained with SYBR GREEN II dye and visualized on a Phosphoimages (Thyphoon 900) and quantified using ImageQuant 1.4 software. Assay was performed three times with independent protein purifications.

**Preparation of whole-cell extracts from protoplasts and immunoprecipitation**

Arabidopsis cell suspension protoplasts were isolated and transformed with pDEDH-AtCyp59-HA, pDEDH-Cyp59_3M-HA, pDEDH-GFP or pGREEN-MAPK6-HA as described (17). For double transformation experiments, *Arabidopsis* protoplasts were transformed with equal concentration of the following plasmid pairs: pDEDH-AtCyp59-HA/pDEDH-atSR34a; pDEDH-AtCyp59-HA/pDEDH-Mut_atSR34a; pDEDH-AtCyp59-HA/pDEDH-atRS2Z32 and pDEDHAtCyp59-HA/pDEDH-Mut_atRS2Z32. Transformed protoplasts were collected 24 h after transformation (15 min, 700 g), frozen in liquid nitrogen, and resuspended in 300 μl (per 10 million protoplasts) protoplasts extraction buffer [50 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.9, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 1% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)], supplemented with EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche Diagnostics) and RNase inhibitor (Roche Diagnostics). Suspension was sonicated three times for 6 s and incubated on ice for 20 min with occasional mixing. After centrifugation (15 min, 14 000 rpm, 4°C), concentration of SDS in extracts was adjusted to 0.1% with SDS-free lysis buffer. Extracts were incubated for 1 h with magnetic Dynal beads (m-270 epoxy; Invitrogen), coupled with anti-HA antibodies produced in mouse (HA-7, monoclonal; Sigma-Aldrich) on rotary shaker at 4°C and then were washed three times with protoplast extraction buffer without SDS and three times with washing buffer (10 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.9). RNA was extracted via protein digest with 100 μg proteinase K (Sigma-Aldrich) and 5 μl 10% SDS in 400 μl washing buffer for 30 min at 55°C followed by phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. RNA was purified by DNase I (Qiagen) treatment followed by Qiagen RNasey Plant Mini kit. Purified RNA was used directly in RT–PCR (33 PCR cycles) or stored at −80°C. RT reaction was performed with equal volume of RNA sample, 15-mer oligo-dT or pre-mRNA primers targeting a nascent pre-mRNA after the polyA signal and M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega) according to the manufacturing instruction and then was used in standard PCR with Phusion polymerase (Finnzyme). Primers for target genes used in PCR are listed in the Supplementary Table S3.

**PPlase activity assay**

The PPlase activity of recombinant GST-AtCyp59 or GST-AtCyp59_3M was performed as described (28) by using the tetrapeptide substrate Suc-AAPF-pNA (N-succinyl-Ala-Leu-Pro-Phe p-nitroanilide; Sigma-Aldrich). All reagents were pre-equilibrated until the temperature reached 4°C. In a 1-ml glass cuvette,
800 nM GST-AtCyp59 or GST-AtCyp59_3M was mixed with 100 μl of α-chymotrypsin (Sigma-Aldrich; 60 mg/ml in 1 mM HCl), and the volume was adjusted to 975 μl with assay buffer (50 mM Hepes-KOH, pH 8.0 at 0°C, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA). The reaction was initiated by the addition of 25 μl of substrate (4 mM tetrapeptide in 470 mM anhydrous LiCl dissolved in trifluoroethanol). Changes in absorbance due to released p-nitroaniline were monitored at 390 nm at 0°C over a 3-min period in a PerkinElmer Lambda 35 UV/VIS spectrophotometer with a thermostatically controlled cuvette holder. To check PPIase activity of proteins in presence of RNA, 800 nM GST-AtCyp59 or GST-AtCyp59_3M was pre-incubated in reaction buffer with equal concentration of 7 nt RNA (GUGGCCG), polyA+ fraction of total RNA (800 nM) isolated from 21-day-old wt Col-0 plants using Micropoly(A) purist kit (Ambion). Pre-incubated protein was similarly used in the assay above. The experiments were performed five times with different preparations of proteins.

RESULTS
RNA targets of AtCyp59 identified by Genomic SELEX
The systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) is an approach to isolate high-affinity binding partners for a given molecule and usually uses a random nucleic acid library (29,30). In contrast, Genomic SELEX has the advantage of selecting only from the sequences available in a given genome which enhances the possibility of isolating natural RNA targets (31,22). In vivo studies on AtCyp59 are hindered by its tight gene regulation with the consequence that Arabidopsis overexpression and mutant lines are currently not available. We therefore used Genomic SELEX as an in vitro method to identify RNAs bound by AtCyp59 and to discover RNA motif(s) for this protein.

To create a genomic library 2 g of 3-week-old wild-type A. thaliana (Col-0) leaves were used to isolate genomic DNA. Thirty micrograms of this DNA was fragmented and used as template to create a DNA library by Klenow fragment reaction. The addition of primers with constant regions and T7 promoter sequences allowed the synthesis of an RNA library (Figure 1a). The sequences of primer adaptors were not present in the Arabidopsis genome. Library construction and the selection of RNA targets were essentially done as described (22) and a more specific description for Arabidopsis is published elsewhere (32). For the selection procedure, the region encoding the RRM and Zn-knuckle domain of AtCyp59 was cloned and expressed as a recombinant GST-fusion protein. Binding to the RNA library was performed in a 3:1 molar excess of RNA over protein for the initial three cycles of selection and then the ratio was changed to 10:1 to increase the stringency. Bound RNAs were separated on protein-GST beads and eluted with glutathione. To control for RNAs binding to the GST tag, a counter selection with GST protein was performed after the ninth cycle (Figure 1b). The selection was stopped after 11 rounds of SELEX when the recovery rate of RNA was about 3% of the input RNA. As a 10-fold molar excess of RNA over protein was used for competition, this value suggests that about 30% of the selected RNA pool is able to bind to AtCyp59.
By investigating the gene structure of genes which contain selected sequences in the sense orientation, we discovered that binding occurs preferentially to exons of the annotated transcripts and only few hits corresponded to introns (Figure 2c). As the Genomic SELEX method samples the entire sequence of a given genome in an unbiased manner, the obtained data clearly show that the potential targets of AtCyp59 are mainly located in protein-coding genes with a high preference for exonic regions.

### Bioinformatics analysis reveals an RNA-binding motif for AtCyp59

One of the purposes of any SELEX experiment is to find a common binding motif for a protein of interest within the pool of selected sequences. The seven most abundant clusters (accounting for 79.5% of all aligned reads) in our selection were the basis for the alignment with the MEME program, which searches for consensus binding motifs (33). The obtained consensus sequence G[U/C]N[G/A]CC[A/G] (Figure 2d) is clearly GC-rich which is in line with previously published data indicating that AtCyp59 prefers either G- or C-rich sequences (3). This G[U/C]N[G/A]CC[A/G] motif was highly enriched in the selected sequences (4.5 times/per 1000 nt) and about 50% of the sequenced reads contained the motif (Supplementary Table S2). As the motif discovery was based on 79.5% of the reads, there might be a possibility of another potential binding motif. It is well established that the composition of exons in general is more GC-rich and in particular the Arabidopsis exons of pre-mRNAs are biased towards a higher GC content (34). Therefore, our findings fitted well to the observation that sequencing reads were preferentially aligned to exons of protein-coding genes. Taken together, these results support the notion that the RNA targets of AtCyp59 are located within the exons of protein-coding genes.

#### In vitro verification of AtCyp59 binding to the selected motif

To verify the binding of AtCyp59 to its RNA targets, electrophoretic mobility shift assay with the GST-tagged version of the RRM and Zn-knuckle domain used in the selection process were performed. To control for unspecific binding, the RNPII motif of the RRM was mutated in three conserved aromatic amino acids which are indispensable for RNA recognition (Y286D, F289D, F291D) (35). In addition, the full-length protein was expressed, purified and used along with the truncated version (Figure 3a).

An initial test used one of the sequences obtained in the genomic SELEX screen, a 180-nt RNA from the AT3G53500 gene (coding for the Arabidopsis SR protein At-RS22Z32) containing one of the binding motifs (GUCG CCG). Full-length AtCyp59 protein was added in increasing amounts and the binding reaction was separated on a native PAA gel. As shown in Figure 3b, prominent complex formation between AtCyp59 and the RNA with a Kd of 50 nM was observed suggesting that the sequence contained a functional binding motif.
The binding motif for AtCyp59 G[U/C][G/A]CC[A/G] was used to search the sequencing reads and 17 sequence variations of the seven nucleotide motif were generated (Table 1, Supplementary Figure S1). All these 17 short RNA oligonucleotides were used for binding tests in an electrophoretic mobility shift assay on 10% native gels. Table 1 shows all tested RNA oligonucleotides listed according to their binding affinities with a $K_D$ in the range of 40–300 nM. No significant preference for a particular nucleotide at the three variable positions could be observed, except that a G at the last position is preferable.

By using one of these motifs, GUGGCCG, and the RRM_Zn-knuckle domain of AtCyp59, we observed strong binding with a $K_D$ of 40 nM (Figure 3c). In contrast, when the mutated protein was used, binding dropped significantly to $>700$ nM (Figure 3d, lanes 6–10). This value is similar in range to that obtained with a scrambled RNA oligonucleotide (UAGCGUC)(a)

Figure 3. Binding of the AtCyp59 to its RNA targets in vitro. (a) Schematic representation of AtCyp59 protein variants used in the in vitro studies. The amino acids involved in RNA binding to the RRM (RNP1 motif) domain are marked in bold. These amino acids have been mutated in AtCyp59_3M_RRM_Zn. (b) 6% native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of a 180-nt RNA (gene At3G53500) containing one of the binding motifs (GCUGCCG). (e) 10% PAA gel electrophoresis of a 7-nt RNA sequence (GUGGCCG) incubated with an increasing concentration of the AtCyp59_RRM_Zn. (d) Comparison of binding to the 7-nt RNA (GUGGCCG) between wild-type AtCyp59_RRM_Zn protein (lanes 1–5) and the mutated RRM domain (lanes 6–10). (e) 10% native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of a 7-nt scrambled RNA (based on consensus sequence) incubated with an increasing concentration of the AtCyp59_RRM_Zn. (f) RNA–protein complex formation upon full-length AtCyp59 binding to the 7-nt RNA (GUGGCCG) on 6% PAA native gel. (b–f) The free RNA and RNA–protein complexes are indicated by arrows. Gels were stained with SYBR GREEN II dye. The concentration of the protein is shown in the nM range.
bound to the non-mutated AtCyp59_RRM_Zn protein (Figure 3e). Thus, the RNPI motif of the RRM domain is at least partially responsible for binding RNA. As the RRM is the most conserved domain in this cyclophilin family, we tested the S. pombe ortholog Ret1 in this binding assay using the Arabidopsis motif variant GUG GCCG. Interestingly, we observe similar binding of this oligo RNA to the Ret1 protein as to the Arabidopsis protein (Supplementary Figure S2c and d). These experiments strongly support an evolutionarily conserved function for the RRM of this family of cyclophilins.

To investigate the possible influence of the other domains of AtCyp59 on binding, the same experiments were performed using the full-length AtCyp59 protein. Interestingly, all the tested motif variants now showed a very similar dissociation constant of about 120 nM (Table 1 and Figure 3f). This levelling of the binding affinities to the 7-nt oligos by the other domains of AtCyp59 suggests that the motif variants might bind equally well to the full-length protein. However, as can be observed in the case of the GUCGCCG motif in the context of the AT3G53500 (At-RS2Z32) gene (Figure 3b and Supplementary Figure S2a and b) yielding a $K_D$ of 50 nM, the RNA sequence context within the transcript might have an additional influence on binding to a particular motif. In summary, the in vitro experiments have verified the binding motif for AtCyp59 from sequences selected by the Genomic SELEX method and have shown that this motif is evolutionarily highly conserved.

RNA transcripts containing the selected binding motif are bound by AtCyp59 in vivo

The in vivo testing of RNAs with a binding motif for AtCyp59 proved difficult. All our efforts to establish stably transformed plants or tissue culture cell lines failed as even small changes in the level of AtCyp59 are detrimental to cell growth (3, and our unpublished data). We therefore used a transient expression system in plant protoplasts where we used HA-tagged WT and mutated Cyp59_3M (3 M in RNP1) proteins (Figure 4a) for RNA immunoprecipitation to show specific binding of AtCyp59 to endogenous mRNAs containing the selected motif. A plasmid expressing HA-tagged MAPK6 kinase was used as control and transformation efficiency was monitored by a 35S-GFP construct. Protoplasts isolated from an Arabidopsis cell suspension culture were transformed with DNA constructs and after 24-h extracts were prepared and used for immunoprecipitation with anti-HA antibody. Figure 4b shows a western blot of the total protein isolated from transformed plant protoplasts with anti-HA antibodies demonstrating that both the AtCyp59 and the mutated AtCyp59_3M were expressed at similar levels (top panel) and were efficiently immunoprecipitated with anti-HA antibody (bottom panel). To test if the transformation of the HA-tagged protein itself affects the levels of the tested endogenous RNAs, control RT–PCR experiments were performed. None of the transfected proteins influenced the mRNA expression level of any of the tested endogenous RNAs (Supplementary Figure S3a). RNAs co-precipitated with AtCyp59, Cyp59_3M and MAPK6 were isolated and analysed by RT–PCR using oligonucleotides corresponding to endogenous mRNAs containing the selected motif. The majority of the motif-containing RNAs (10 of 13) could be recovered by IP of the HA-tagged AtCyp59 but not by the mutated AtCyp59_3M or the MAPK6 kinase control (Figure 4c and Supplementary Figure S3b).

As AtCyp59 is involved in transcription regulation, we argued that it should bind to the nascent transcript. Therefore, we repeated the RT–PCR experiment for three target transcripts using an RT primer downstream of the polyA addition site. This should only capture RNAs before 3' end cleavage and polyA addition. In the PCR analysis in Figure 4d, we observe recovery of pre-mRNAs, partially spliced RNAs as well as of spliced RNAs showing that binding of AtCyp59 must have occurred on an unprocessed transcript. To control for DNA contamination, PCRs were carried out without prior reverse transcription. Additionally, these experiments indicate that splicing can occur before 3'-end processing as suggested previously.

To investigate if binding indeed occurred to the established RNA-binding motif, we designed an experiment where we used wild-type AtCyp59 and transformed it together with a construct containing one of the IP mRNAs which was mutated at the ATG (TTG) to avoid protein overexpression and with a tag at the 3'-end to distinguish it from the endogenously expressed mRNA. In addition, we mutated the AtCyp59-binding motif to a U/A-stretch in this mRNA and used this construct in co-transformation experiments with AtCyp59. This was done for the mRNAs of AT3G49430 (At-SR34a) and AT3G53500 (At-RS2Z32) (Figure 4e). Figure 4f (upper panels) shows a western blot with anti-HA antibodies from the immunoprecipitation of the co-transformation experiments to control for AtCyp59 expression. Figure 4g (upper panels) shows RT–PCR of total RNA of the co-transformation extract indicating that all transfected target RNAs were expressed in equivalent amounts. RT–PCR analyses of the IP (Figure 4g, lower panels) show that the RNAs containing the selected motif are present in the IP in contrast to the mRNAs with the mutated binding motif.

Takentogether, these experiments show that AtCyp59 binds to the selected binding motif in vivo and most importantly that binding likely occurs co-transcriptionally.

AtCyp59 is an active PPIlase and its activity is inhibited by RNA binding

Having demonstrated that AtCyp59 indeed binds specific RNA sequences in vivo, it was of great interest to investigate if RNA binding could have an influence on the enzymatic activity (PPIlase) of AtCyp59. However, it has never been shown that either the A. thaliana or the S. pombe protein possesses PPIlase activity. We therefore used an in vitro PPIlase assay and tested recombinant AtCyp59. This assay uses a substrate that has the...
Figure 4. Transiently expressed AtCyp59 HA-tagged proteins in the A. thaliana protoplasts bind to endogenous mRNAs in vivo. (a) Schematic representation of the AtCyp59 constructs used in the transient transformation experiments. 35S, CaMV 35S RNA promoter sequence; HA, hemagglutinin antigen; 3M; mutations in the RRM domain (the same as in Figure 3a); GFP, green fluorescence protein; MAPK6, mitogen-activated protein kinase 6. (b) Western blot analyses of cells overexpressing the depicted constructs were performed using anti-HA antibody (upper panel) or anti-tubulin antibody (middle panel). Bottom panel is a western blot analysis of an HA immunoprecipitation used for RNA analysis shown in (c). Molecular weight markers are indicated on the left side. (c) Analysis of RNAs immunoprecipitated with the indicated proteins. RT–PCR with primers to the genes indicated on the right side (33 PCR cycles; primers used are listed in the Supplementary Table S3). Molecular weight marker is shown on the left side in bp range. (d) Analysis of selected pre-mRNAs immunoprecipitated with AtCyp59. Primers for RT reaction are designed to tag a pre-mRNA after the polyA signal; primers in the PCR are the same as in (c). +RT, PCR with reverse transcriptase added; -RT, PCR without reverse transcriptase; filled diamond, pre-mRNA product; star, fully spliced mRNA product. Other bands in the AT3G4930 lane are partially spliced (continued)
peptide bond in cis conformation adjacent to a proline (Suc-Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe-p-nitroanilide) (36,28). This proline is followed by a p-nitro-Phe group which can be cleaved off by chymotrypsin if the peptide bond adjacent to the proline is in trans conformation. Conversion of substrate from cis to trans was measured by reading the absorbance of the released p-nitroaniline at 390 nm. Observed reaction rates were calculated as an average from four independent experiments. Figure 5a shows that addition of recombinant AtCyp59 to the substrate accelerated the spontaneous cis/trans isomerization considerably (blank: $K_{\text{obs}} = 2.37 \pm 0.39$; +Cyp59: $K_{\text{obs}} = 5.11 \pm 0.89$; Figure 5d). Addition of AtCyp59_3M in this assay resulted in only a small reduction in activity ($K_{\text{obs}} = 4.50 \pm 0.79$), indicating that the mutations in the RRM do not affect the PPIase activity of AtCyp59 significantly (Figure 5b and d). To test if binding of RNA influences PPIase activity, we first pre-incubated a polyA+ mRNA from total Arabidopsis RNA with wild-type AtCyp59 before adding it to the PPIase reaction. As shown in Figures 5a and d, we see a significant effect of reduced PPIase activity ($K_{\text{obs}} = 3.25 \pm 0.93$) on the polyA+ fraction. The effect on polyA+ RNA is in line with our observation that the binding motif of AtCyp59 mainly occurs in protein-coding genes. Furthermore, incubation with a 7-nt motif sequence (GUGGCCG) similarly decreased the activity of AtCyp59 PPIase ($K_{\text{obs}} = 3.17 \pm 0.29$) (Figure 5a, c and d), whereas incubation with a scrambled oligo (UAGCGUC) did not affect the activity ($K_{\text{obs}} = 4.89 \pm 1.02$). We also used the mutated AtCyp59_3M protein pre-incubated with polyA+ RNA. We observed a slight reduction of the PPIase activity compared with the AtCyp59 3M without RNA ($K_{\text{obs}} = 4.50 \pm 0.79$ versus $K_{\text{obs}} = 4.08 \pm 0.96$; Figure 5b and d). This observation corresponds to results from in vitro RNA-binding assays showing that the mutated protein still has a residual binding capacity for the RNA (Figure 3d and e). Taken together, these data show that AtCyp59 possesses an active PPIase domain and that specific binding of RNA to the RRM of AtCyp59 reduces the PPIase activity in vitro.

The AtCyp59-binding motif is present in most RNA polymerase II transcripts

Having verified the binding motif by in vitro and in vivo methods, it was interesting to get a more genomic view of the distribution of the G[UC]NGCC[A/G] motif in the Arabidopsis genome. The 17 motif variants which were tested in vitro (Table 1) were used to construct an experimentally validated version of the binding motif descriptor. The analysis of the Arabidopsis genome (TAIR10) reveals that about 70% of the Arabidopsis protein-coding genes contained one of the AtCyp59-binding motifs (Figure 6a). Considering that we did not test all possible variants for this motif, the number of RNA polymerase II transcripts possessing this motif might be much higher. It is very interesting that the motif density (number of the motifs per 1000 nt) is equally distributed to sense and antisense transcripts of the annotated genes (Figure 6a, 0.5 in sense and 0.51 in antisense orientation), while for intergenic regions the number is much lower (0.27). Even more drastic changes have been observed comparing exons and introns of protein-coding genes. The motif densities varied significantly, from 0.83 in exons to 0.21 in introns. These data show that the predominant location of the binding motif is within exons of protein-coding genes. Furthermore, we aligned the motif to the cDNA sequences (corresponding to mature mRNAs) and found that the majority of the transcripts contain the binding motif only once or twice in a given transcript body (Figure 6b). The analysis of the 17 motifs in the S. pombe genome revealed a similar distribution as in Arabidopsis (Figure 6a). About 64% of protein coding transcripts possess a motif mostly in the coding region.

To examine if the motif had any general tendency for a location within the TU, we normalized motif occurrence to transcript length. Taking all 17 verified motif variants into account, we found a slightly higher proportion of motifs in the beginning and a decrease towards the end of the Arabidopsis transcript (Figure 6c). A similar analysis of the 17 motifs on the S. pombe genome showed a more prominent accumulation of the motifs towards the gene body (Figure 6d, grey bars). To determine a possible influence of gene length on the distribution of the motif, we performed the same analysis on small (750 ± 50 bp), medium (1500 ± 100 bp) and long (3000 ± 200 bp) genes (Supplementary Figure S4). Interestingly, the smallest genes profiles are similar to the S. pombe genomic distribution which is coherent with the smaller gene sizes in yeast. The bell-shaped curve is probably due to the 5’- and 3’-UTR having less motif variants. The medium- and long-size genes behave similar as in the genomic analysis (Figure 6c and d and Supplementary Figure S4) indicating that the observed motif peak at the beginning of genes comes from the lager genes as they contain more coding sequences in the first 10% of the nucleotide sequence.

Taken together, the fact that the AtCyp59-binding motif occurs in almost 70% of the protein-coding genes implicates that it might be important for the majority of RNA polymerase II TUs. This is supported by the
bioinformatics analysis showing that it is equally abundant in antisense transcripts. In addition, the evolutionarily conserved abundance and location of this motif points to an important function of this protein in the transcription process.

DISCUSSION

In this article, we determined the RNA targets of an RRM-containing cyclophilin AtCyp59 by using a Genomic SELEX method. The selected sequences enabled us to identify the RNA-binding consensus motif for the evolutionarily highly conserved RRM domain of this multidomain protein. The binding of AtCyp59 to its RNA targets was confirmed in vitro by mobility shift assays and in vivo by RNA immunoprecipitation from protoplasts transiently expressing the HA-tagged protein. In addition, we showed that mutations in either the RRM domain of AtCyp59 or in the RNA motif sequence decrease the binding specificity of the AtCyp59 to its RNA targets. Furthermore, we show that recombinant AtCyp59 exhibits PPIase activity and that this activity is decreased upon binding to the specific RNA-binding motif. Genome-wide analysis of the RNA

Figure 5. PPIase activity of AtCyp59 decreases upon binding to the mRNA (polyA+) or to a 7-nt RNA binding motif. (a) PPIase activity in the absence (−) or in the presence (filled square) of AtCyp59. PPIase activity is inhibited upon binding either to the polyA+ fraction of RNA (filled triangle) or to an RNA binding motif (∗). (b) PPIase activity in the absence (−) or in the presence of AtCyp59 (filled square), or in the presence of AtCyp59_3M (filled triangle). PPIase activity of AtCyp59 upon binding to the polyA+ fraction of RNA (∗). PPIase activity of AtCyp59_3M upon binding to the polyA+ fraction of RNA (filled circle). (c) PPIase activity in the absence (−) or in the presence (filled square) of AtCyp59. PPIase activity is inhibited upon binding to the specific RNA binding motif (∗) but is not inhibited upon binding to the scramble RNA oligonucleotide (filled circle). (d) K_{obs} of four independent measurements of the PPIase activity. Kinetics is calculated as first-order Michaelis–Menten reaction.
binding motif showed its presence in >70% of the *A. thaliana* mRNAs and its prevalent localization in the coding region. We also demonstrated that the RNA-binding motif and its genome-wide distribution are evolutionarily conserved.

Genomic SELEX is a method for the identification of an RNA-binding motif for a given protein. In our selection, the identified motif which consists of a 7-nt-long RNA consensus sequence G[U/C][N][G/A]CC[A/G], was consistent with previous data, which showed that AtCyp59 interacts with C- and G-rich RNA oligonucleotides *in vitro* (3). Sequence variations of the motif which were present in the SELEX sequences were tested *in vitro*. Interestingly, the binding motif variants showed variable binding affinities to the RRM-Zn domain of AtCyp59 which was used for selection. Furthermore, binding of the 7-nt binding motif variations to the full-length AtCyp59 showed an equal overall binding affinity to the motif variants, suggesting an influence of the other AtCyp59 domains in this interaction. AtCyp59 interacts with its RNA target sequence specifically, since mutations in the RRM domain of AtCyp59, which are known to be generally involved in RNA recognition (37), decreased binding activity. Similarly, mutations in the sequence of the 7-nt RNA consensus motif also decreased its affinity to the
RRM_Zn domain of AtCyp59. In addition, when we used longer RNA transcripts containing the binding motif, we observed an improved binding to the full-length AtCyp59. As we have indications that AtCyp59 possesses an RNA chaperone activity, this effect might be due to an impact on local RNA structure. Thus, full-length AtCyp59 regulates binding to RNA targets and might also change RNA structure.

The interaction between AtCyp59 and RNA targets was confirmed in vivo using transient expression of the AtCyp59 in protoplasts. We were restricted to transient expression for the experiments in vivo due to our inability to produce stable overexpression tagged lines of AtCyp59. This is most probably caused by the tight regulation of AtCyp59 levels in vivo (3,11). RNA immunoprecipitation analysis showed that wild-type AtCyp59 could immunoprecipitate endogenous RNA targets. Furthermore, mutations in the RRM domain of AtCyp59 abolished recovery of specific RNAs after immunoprecipitation. This suggests a direct recognition of RNA targets through the RRM domain of AtCyp59. When we performed a double transformation of the protoplasts with AtCyp59 and exogenous RNA targets, these RNAs could be also recovered by immunoprecipitation of AtCyp59. If the RNA-binding motif was mutated, AtCyp59 could no longer bind to the exogenous RNAs. These data show that AtCyp59 binds to motif containing mRNAs in vivo in a sequence-specific manner. Most importantly, these experiments also demonstrated that AtCyp59 binds to the transcript in the course of transcription as also unspliced or partially spliced RNAs were immunoprecipitated.

In addition, we could demonstrate PPIase activity of the recombinant AtCyp59 in vitro. The observed $K_{obs}$ rates are in line with previously described PPIase activities of other isomerase (38). This also suggests that AtCyp59 could act as a PPIase enzyme in vivo. Most interestingly, the PPIase activity was reduced when the RRM domain of AtCyp59 was bound specifically to its RNA-binding motif or to polyA+ RNA but not to a scrambled RNA oligo. The mutations in the RRM domain of AtCyp59 slightly reduced its enzymatic activity similar to control mutations in the region between the RRM and the PPIase domain (data not shown). This minor decrease in activity might therefore come from changes in protein structure upon mutation in regions unrelated to the PPIase domain. However, if we added specific RNA to Cyp59_3M (mutated in the RRM), the PPIase activity did not change indicating that the decrease in activity upon RNA binding is exerted through the RRM domain. This suggests that binding of specific RNA to AtCyp59 causes structural changes that feed back to the PPIase domain resulting in a decrease in enzymatic activity. From the available data from AtCyp59 and spRct1 (3,11), we know that this protein is located in transcription/splicing complexes, but the mechanism of its action is unknown. There is one other RRM-containing cyclophilin, hCyp33, described in the literature which regulates a histone acetyl transferase. Contrary to AtCyp59, PPIase activity of hCyp33 is stimulated by binding AU-rich RNA (20) but neither a motif nor a natural RNA target has been identified (19). However, our results with AtCyp59 predict a possible negative feedback loop regulating PPIase activity upon RNA binding.

AtCyp59 is an interesting protein, because of its multidomain organization that includes a PPIase domain followed by an RRM domain, Zn knuckle and the C-terminal-charged domain. AtCyp59 is a nuclear protein and further analyses showed that AtCyp59 interacts in vitro and in vivo with the RNA polymerase II (3). Overexpression of the protein in cell culture was detrimental to cell growth and had an effect on the level of RNA polymerase II. Additional information about this highly conserved protein came from analysis of its S. pombe orthologue, Rct1, which was identified as an essential gene where overexpression of Rct1 led to a decrease in CTD phosphorylation. In contrast, lower levels of Rct1 upregulated CTD phosphorylation (11). This upregulation resulted in a decrease in RNA polymerase II activity as shown in run-on transcription assays. Furthermore, it was shown that Rct1 is associated with actively transcribed genes following the RNA polymerase II profile along the gene. These data suggested an important activity provided by this multidomain cyclophilin for transcription elongation. The RRM domain is evolutionarily the most conserved domain of this protein suggesting its important contribution to the overall activity of the protein. The experiments presented in this article now show binding of AtCyp59 to the nascent transcript. In addition, they demonstrate that the selected binding motif, its abundance and genomic localization are also evolutionarily conserved.

We predicted that AtCyp59 might bind a small regulatory RNA (similarly to the P-TEFb transcription factor regulated by 7SK RNA (39)) or alternatively might bind a subset of RNA polymerase II transcripts. Surprisingly, our genome-wide analysis of the AtCyp59 RNA-binding motif showed that this motif is present in the majority of RNA polymerase II transcripts in sense and antisense orientation (Figure 6a). If one assumes a universal function for this cyclophilin in transcription, the binding motif should be also present in antisense transcripts as antisense transcription of protein coding genes is pervasive in many genomes (40,41). Furthermore, the binding affinities to the motif variants should be similar which is what we observe when using full-length AtCyp59 in binding assays. These data suggest that AtCyp59 might bind to many endogenous transcripts (sense and antisense) with similar strength. Most importantly, we have shown that binding of specific RNAs or polyA+ RNAs reduces the PPIase activity of AtCyp59 in vitro. Therefore, binding of AtCyp59 to its natural RNA targets might also change PPIase activity in vivo and thus send a signal to the transcription machinery. As AtCyp59 interacts with the RNA polymerase II complex, a possible scenario could be that it re-structures the heptapeptide repeats on the CTD thus influencing phosphorylation similarly to the activity of the PPIase Pin1 in humans and Ess1 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (12,16,42,43). Alternatively, it might influence kinase or phosphatase activities which act on the CTD repeats. As the position of the binding motif is distributed...
along the coding region of the gene, we suggest that AtCyp59 might bind to the nascent transcript in the elongation phase of transcription. The consequences of RNA binding on the function of this protein in vivo as well as on its temporal and spatial interaction with its partners are currently unknown. However, summarizing the available data for this cyclophilin, we propose a model (Figure 7) where in the course of transcription RNA-dependent inhibition of the PPIase activity of AtCyp59 influences RNA polymerase II activity. Our data indicate that this multidomain cyclophilin might have a role in transcription regulation, which is in line with the observation that it is an essential gene and its deregulation is detrimental to cell growth (3,11).
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